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Important Dates

CONDOLENCES

NEW TAHLTANS

We honour, respect, and
remember our beloved
Tahltans who have recently
passed on. On behalf of
all Tahltans, we would like
to express our heartfelt
condolences to the family and
friends of:

Welcome, Tassyn Kamryn Blaize Trudel
Birthday: September 28, 2018
Weight: 6 lbs 5 oz
Proud Parents: Melissa Louie & Jason Trudel

Welcome, Hunter Samuel Thomas
Birthday: September 6, 2018
Weight: 6 lbs 5 oz
Proud Parents: Chad Thomas & Rose Inglangasuk

Did we miss your precious baby? Please let us know! Please
contact Shannon at informationdirector@tahltan.org to have
your baby included in our next newsletter. Meduh!

Save the Dates

William John Ah Clem

November 11

May 1949-September 2018

Remembrance Day

Louise Bernna Louie

November 12

TCG Closed - Remembrance Day in Lieu

August 1969-September 2018

November 29 to 30

BC Cabinet & First Nations Leaders’ Gathering- Vancouver
December 25

Herbert Sydney Hawkins

Christmas Day & Roy Quock's 99th Birthday
January 1, 2019

December 1931-September 2018

New Years Day
January 7, 2019

TCG Open – First Day After Christmas Break

Elvis James Douglas Jack

January 26 to 31, 2019

January 1979-October 2018

Association of Mineral Exploration Roundup - Vancouver
February 10 to 16, 2019

All Native Basketball Tournament - Prince Rupert
February 18, 2019

TCG Closed – Family Day
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President's Message

Message from the President
Tahltan Nation,
As another Fall season comes upon us, many Tahltans have returned
to school, including post-secondary institutions. We hope everyone
has settled in nicely and that each of you works hard to successfully
complete the next phase of your education. For the first time ever, the
Tahltan Central Government is now administering significant funds
for Tahltan students and trainees, so please reach out to our newly
established Education and Training Department if you are interested
in financial assistance.
The fire devastation that we experienced over the summer is
unprecedented and the TCG continues to assist the Tahltan Band
and our displaced families and people as best we can. In the past
three months, the TCG has helped fundraise, administer, and disburse
significant funds to evacuees from Telegraph Creek and to the Tahltan Band. Thank you to all the donors, support
staff, and to those that continue to assist the Tahltan Nation in this time of healing and restoration. There have
been so many volunteers across British Columbia and the Yukon who have held fundraisers, both large and
small, to help the Telegraph Creek community. It has been incredibly inspiring and humbling to witness all of the
generosity.
This Fall was very busy for TCG’s Wildlife Guardians as they helped collect statistics and enforce new robust
hunting regulations throughout Tahltan Territory. I am proud to report that resident hunter traffic was the lowest
we have seen in over a decade. With the addition of Billy Oestreich as our new Wildlife Director, our capacity
continues to grow and we will implement a series of new wildlife programs that will ensure Tahltans increasingly
co-manage our ecological resources and allow wildlife populations to recover and increase in the coming years.
Economic development and the benefits from agreements with government and industry continues to be a
focus as several new opportunities have presented themselves. The TCG is collaborating with TNDC and local
governments to establish the Tahltan Nation’s first forestry company, which will lead to several exciting new
opportunities. This partnership – which will utilize modern-day forestry practices – will not only create further
economic prosperity for our Nation, but will increase our land management and fire mitigation capacity so
that the next time we are faced with a wildfire, Tahltans will be in a much stronger position to protect our
communities.
Our TCG family was saddened to lose multiple beloved Tahltan members throughout the Fall season and our
hearts are with all of the family and friends that continue to mourn. We were also very excited to welcome
several new babies into the Tahltan Nation and congratulate all the families.
We pray that our people have a productive and peaceful winter season, that the Telegraph Creek residents make
it back into the community very soon, and we look forward to updating you again with the Winter Newsletter
due in February.
Nedishchā,
Chad Norman Day
President, Tahltan Central Government
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Around the Community

We would love to include your pictures in the
Newsletter. Please submit your photos to
communicationsdirector@tahltan.org
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Around the Community
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Telegraph Creek Update

Emergency Operation Centre (EOC) Update
Over 160 wildfires started in Northwestern BC
this past spring and summer. Some of the biggest
fires burnt through Tahltan Territory, causing an
evacuation order that still remains in place for
Telegraph Creek. These fires not only devastated
the beautiful landscape we Tahltans call home,
but also caused deep loss and distress for all
Tahltan members.
On August 1, 2018, lightening struck the
South-East end of Alkali Lake creating a wildfire
which grew drastically in size over the following
few days. The fire led to an evacuation order for
Telegraph Creek on August 5th. Over 250 Tahltans
were forced to flee their community and take
shelter in the homes of friends and family across
the province.
Tahltan leadership and the communities of
Dease Lake, Iskut, Terrace and Smithers quickly
organized themselves to respond to the needs
and fears of the evacuees. The Tahltan Emergency
Operations Centre (EOC) was activated in
Dease Lake to act as the hub for Telegraph
Creek emergency operations, communications
and re-entry. Local heroes, firefighters and
emergency crews from across the world emerged
to put their lives on the line or work around
the clock to protect and save “God’s Country”.
Industry partners, local companies, community
organizations and individuals joined the fight and
graciously made donations or volunteered their
time to support evacuees and emergency staff.
The staff, systems and supports were in place to

respond to the emergency, but no one could have
predicted what mother nature had in store. The
dry weather caused the initial Alkali Lake fire to
merge with three other fires in the area, creating
a massive blaze of over 120,000-hectares and one
of the biggest fires in BC during the 2018 season.
Sadly, the Telegraph Creek community lost 21
homes, 2 businesses and several community
buildings to the blaze. Over 160 structures were
destroyed in the region, which included historical
structures and fish camps near and dear to the
Tahltan Nation.
Thanks to the hard and selfless work of Tahltan,
Provincial and International firefighters, the
Alkali Lake wildfire was contained at the end of
August. With the Telegraph Creek community no
longer in danger, Tahltan leadership and Tahltan
EOC staff were able to catch their breath. Their
focus was directed towards assessing the extent
of the damage and understanding the steps
and processes that would need to take place to
rebuild the community and get members home
safely.
It’s November - Why is Telegraph Creek Still
Under an Evacuation Order?
It has been three months now since the
community of Telegraph Creek was evacuated;
however, the evacuation order is still active. It
is understandable why evacuees are growing
impatient and want to return home immediately.
However, the community is not currently in a
liveable state. Toxic chemicals, ash and soot
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need to be washed off the outside and inside of
homes, and new structures need to be built or
temporarily brought in to replace those that were
tragically lost.

Telegraph Creek was not damaged in the fire
and an effort will be made to re-open the school
for students to complete the 2018-19 school
year in the community;

Restoring and rebuilding a community after a
wildfire takes time, expertise and the hardest
thing of all, patience. Tahltan leadership, staff
from the Regional District of Kitimat-Stikine,
TNDC, community organizations, industry
partners and governmental agencies are working
tirelessly each day to return the Telegraph Creek
community to a safe environment for all, taking
youth and elder safety into careful consideration.

• The TCG put out a hunting ban and associated
signs through the Tahltan Territory, which is
being respected as community members are
noticing a significant decreased in hunters from
previous years;

Although the road to Telegraph Creek
re-entry may feel long, we have achieved great
accomplishments and received many blessings
along the way that need to be recognized and
celebrated:

• In addition to the donation dollars collected
and paid out to the evacuees, the Tahltan Band
Council contributed significant funds to increase
the amount paid out to the Tahltan individuals
and their families during this challenging time

• The wildfire did not take any community
members with it;
• Governmental and community organizations
have worked to ensure that emergency support
services, as well as mental and physical health
services are available to Tahltan evacuees across
the province;
• The water system in Telegraph Creek was not
damaged by the fire and the test results have
come back from both wells showing that the
water is safe for human consumption;
• Septic tanks in the community have been
repaired and the tanks have been flushed and
emptied;
• Slope assessments from Telegraph Creek came
back showing low risk to the community;
• The telecommunication system in Telegraph
Creek has been repaired and is now fully
operational;
• The wildfire caused no permanent damage to
Highway 51, although the road remains closed
to the public at KM 105 to allow construction
and clean-up crews to work as quickly as
possible;
• The Dease Lake School welcomed our children
with open arms. Additionally, the school in

• Volunteers, with support from community
organizations organized an extremely successful
Tahltan Benefit Concert in White Horse, raising
over $86,000 for Telegraph Creek recovery; and

What is Left to Get Evacuees Back
Home?
The Tahltan EOC is staffed by the Tahltan Band
Council, Regional District of Kitimat-Stikine and
government representatives and is responsible
for coordinating the rebuild and re-entry of
Telegraph Creek. The EOC is currently working
with crews on the ground to coordinate the last
pieces of construction and community clean-up.
The centre is also working to restore essential
services for when the community is returned to a
liveable state.
Crews from TNDC, PVL, Pine Ridge, BC Wildcat,
Tahltan Band Council and other industry partners
are in community cleaning homes, businesses
and community buildings. There is a twentyperson cleaning crew that is staying at the Elder’s
Complex and a 100-person camp will be set-up
by November 5th to help support and speed
up these cleaning efforts. Specific case workers
have been assigned to every evacuee in order
to provide one-on-one support and information
as homes are being cleaned and restored. If you
have yet to hear from your case worker please do
not be alarmed, they will contact you soon and
introduce themselves.

www.tahltan.org
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These crews are also working to set-up the last of
8 modular homes in Telegraph Creek. Clearing,
layout, septic design, waste water systems and
foundations for these units are on schedule and
will be completed in the next few weeks. As these 8
units will not be able to accommodate all members
who lost their homes, renovations have been made
to the Stikine Housing’s 13 units in Dease Lake.
These units will be used as temporary housing
and give evacuees an opportunity to return to the
territory while additional homes are being built
over the coming months in Telegraph Creek.
The store in Telegraph is currently being
re-stocked and will be back in business for the 15th
of November. The Heath Centre has been cleaned
and the staff have started to prepare the centre for
re-opening on the same date.
The EOC understands that evacuees want to return
home as soon as possible. With safety and the
best interests of evacuees in mind, we are working
tirelessly to make a return to Telegraph Creek
possible. Once houses in Telegraph Creek have
been cleaned of smoke damage and refurbished,
community members will begin the process of
re-entry on November 15th, with all families
returning, it is hoped, no later than December 20th.

will take time for Tahltans to process and recover
from what the wildfires took from our Nation.
The Honourable Jane Philpott, the Minister of
Indigenous Services, spoke about the extent of
this loss when she visited the Territory in October.
She stated that the “Tahltan Nation itself incurred
the worst structural damage caused by wildfires of
any First Nations community in recorded Canadian
history.” Once evacuees have returned home, we
will begin work on a community recovery plan to
fully restore and revitalize Telegraph Creek.
In the face of this tragedy, remarkable leadership
and collaboration have emerged, shining light on
the power of the Tahltan Nation when we all work
together and hold each other up. Tahltan Strong
has been the slogan used to describe this resiliency
and as Sonia Dennis so elegantly said in A Letter to
Tahltan, “Tahltan Strong is the slogan used, but this
action of hope is much more than that, it is nations
united… You, me, them is no more. It is now US.”
Official information and updates regarding
community re-entry and recovery from the Tahltan
EOC is being published on the Tahltan Band
Council website on the Telegraph Creek Wildfire
page:

The list of individuals and organizations that
deserve a sincere acknowledgment and round of
applause for their efforts is very long and the words
“thank you” do not fully capture the gratitude
felt by the Tahltan Nation. The work and energy
required to respond to this type of emergency
takes a toll on the mind, body and spirit and these
sacrifices do not go un-noticed or unappreciated.
We may be close to community re-entry, but it
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Tahltan Strong Fundrasing Event
This is how we find out who our friends are, and
who will stand beside us in our time of need. For
our Tahltan Nation, the response to the Telegraph
Creek fires has been, in one word, overwhelming.
Examples of such generosity and compassion are
countless and, on behalf of all Tahltans, thank you
to everyone who has volunteered, donated, and
assisted the Tahltan Nation in our time of need.
One particular example of generosity and
compassion was the Tahltan Strong Benefit
Concert, which was held on September 19th and
20th in Whitehorse, Yukon. Coordinated by caring
friends, the two-day, first-class event was much
more than a fundraiser - it was a time to heal.
Tahltans gathered in Whitehorse and were joined
by friends and family, by Brothers and Sisters
of neighbouring Nations, and by concerned
Yukoners. Together there was plenty of crying, a
lot of laughing, and significant healing.
The diligent Whitehorse team of volunteers
achieved their goal to host the benefit with
zero expenditures. Unbelievably, the concert
was delivered relying solely upon donations
and volunteer efforts. All proceeds have been
disbursed directly to the rebuilding effort.
The TCG, Tahltan Band and all Tahltans extend
enormous gratitude to everyone who volunteered
to make this event so memorable.
Tahltans were delighted to see the Honorable
Jeanie Dendys host this auspicious event. Jeanie
spoke of her personal involvement with the
wildfire and thanked the fire fighters for their

bravery. TCG President Chad Day and Chief
Richard McLean were also in attendance. Each
of our Leaders gave passionate, humble, and
sometimes emotional speeches. They expressed
our overwhelming gratefulness for the incredible
outpouring of support displayed towards the
Tahltan Nation.
We extend our thankfulness and praise to all the
performers: Dena Zagi, The Dakwakada Dancers,
Daghaalhaan K’e, Gerald Edzerza & Barry Dennis,
Jerry Alfred, Andy Nieman, Tahltan Havoc,
Grandma Susie, Rocky Jackson, Jack & Elaine
Pauls, Manfred Janssen, Yukon Jack with Special
Guest Eddie Vance, The Dakhka Khwaan Dancers,
Kevin Barr, Roxx Hunter, Hank Karr & The Canucks,
The Midnight Sons, Roger Gabriel, and Brent
Kissel.
The Tahltan Strong Benefit Concert was an
absolute smashing success and on October 4th,
Jacqueline Shorty, who organized the incredible
event, presented President Day and Chief McLean
with a cheque in the amount of $86,160.16.
Shorty is a member of the Kwanlin Dun First
Nation and said the following:
“I was pulled by a force greater than myself to help
in any way that I could. To see such devastation
for our family and friends in Telegraph Creek
and feeling helpless was torture. We had to do
something. My children are a part of the Tahltan
Nation, our visits to Telegraph Creek have tied our
spirts to the land there, such a sacred place and
such a sacred people. Thanks you to the whole team
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who rolled up their sleeves and worked alongside one
another. We had an amazing group of passionate
and incredibly competent professional leaders who
have hearts of Gold. I am humbled and honored by
their dedication. The Tahltan Strong Benefit Concert
Committee of volunteers are honored to be part of the
healing from the trauma of the Telegraph Creek fires.
We are grateful to be able to hold our neighbors up
throughout this difficult time.”
President Day who was notably moved by the
support shown by neighboring Nations said, “We
are truly humbled by the outpouring of support
our Tahltan Nation has received from surrounding
Nations, from our partners, and from the general
public. Thank you to everyone for donating and
standing by us in our time of need. They put on a truly
unforgettable event that touched the hearts of many.
The amount raised is extraordinary and will help us to
recover and rebuild what has been lost.”

itself incurred the worst structural damage caused by
wildfires of any First Nations community in recorded
Canadian history - with 120,000 hectares of forest
and 47 structures (including 21 homes) lost to fires.
Thankfully there was no loss of life. Recently we visited
Tahltan Territory - included the worst hit area in
Telegraph Creek. Chief Rick McLean and his team have
shown the most remarkable leadership and resilience
in the face of this tragedy. They are working around
the clock on the response to the fires and will soon be
moving into recovery and rebuilding. On October 16th
2018, I saw in the most dramatic way that climate
change is real. We have to do everything in our
power to prevent disasters like this and to protect this
beautiful planet for the future."

Chief McLean, who is directing the rebuild effort,
spoke of his gratitude, “We, the Tahltan people,
and in particular the community of Telegraph
Creek, are very grateful for the amazing outpouring
of generosity from the people of the Yukon and
especially Jacquie Shorty and the volunteers who
worked with her to make this all happen.”
Jane Philpott, Minister of Indigenous Services, also
commented on her social media, "Tahltan Nation
territory in northern BC is among the most beautiful
places on earth. This summer it was the epicentre
of the worst wildfires in BC history. Tahltan Nation
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Message from the Executive Director
As 2018 nears completion
and the winter takes its grip,
unlike the bears that are
looking forward to a long
winter’s nap, the TCG is very
busy. To advance our
collective and inherent title
and rights, a lot of
important work in a
number of different areas
must be completed. And
this requires capable people, time and resources.
As TCG’s Executive Director, I enjoy the growth
challenges that we face. Since I began work for TCG
three years ago, we have nearly tripled in size. This
has allowed us to do an even better job of executing
our mandate while at the same time ensuring that we
remain progressive, efficient, and successful.
In the coming year, TCG will be undertaking a number
of key projects with the help of our eight departments.
Some of the key projects include:

and leadership for our continued success. It really is
the effort of these people that are advancing our
collective and inherent title and rights so quickly.
This election year will be a busy one. This year we
will need to manage thirteen positions on the ballot,
unlike in the past, where we had only three positions
voted in by the collective membership. This change
comes from the 2018 AGA, where the people decided
that the ten families will now have to democratically
elect their representatives.
I would like to give special recognition to all of our
Tahltan members who have been displaced by the
wildfire. Your strength and determination is admirable.
You are the epitome of ‘Tahltan Strong.’
In closing, I would also like to give special
recognition to all the people who have helped with
the fire suppression, and support services from all
directions. The disaster may have challenged our
Nation, but most importantly it has shown how much
love we have for each other.

· Developing Plans for an Administrative, Political and
Cultural Centre, anchored to the progress of the
Tahltan Band Council’s "IR #13 Project”, which is
advancing in a timely manner;
· Land Use Plan. A single document that outlines the
‘wants and wishes’ of the Tahltan people regarding
their land base; and
· Constitution. Continued development of provisions
that creates and further defines the fundamental
rules for governance.
In the last three months, we are happy to have
welcomed a new Director of Education, Director of
Wildlife, and a Director of Communications. The TCG
now has a total of twenty-four full-time and part-time
employees, with further job postings to be filled. Our
growth in human resources is a strong indicator of
how quickly and how far we are advancing with
operation priorities.
As we expand, it is important to incubate a work
culture that is productive, accountable, and
pleasant. Finally, I would like to acknowledge our staff
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Calvin Carlick
executivedirector@tahltan.org
(250) 641-3993
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Billy Oestreich - New Wildlife Director
I grew up in a
ranching/outfitting
family in south-eastern
British Columbia,
within the territory of
the Ktunaxa Nation.
Growing up in a small
community, much the
same as the three
communities within the
Tahltan Territory, I
developed a deep appreciation and understanding
for the peoples and wildlife that inhabit the remote
corners of the province.
My connection to the Tahltan Territory began 31
years ago in the guiding industry. After high school
I travelled to Calgary where I gained admission to
the Biology Program at Mt. Royal College. After
college I worked in the logging industry and at
the same time, became a paramedic with the BC
Ambulance Service. I also attained my helicopter
license in 1995. As a result of my work, I have been
very fortunate to have participated in many wildlife
initiatives including wildlife capture, wildlife
inventories, and wildlife research projects.

I moved to Dease Lake 18 years ago and became
Pacific Western Helicopters’ winter base manager
– a position I held for 14 years. During the last 18
years I have owned a hunting business, a charter
business, I have been an avid trapper, and I have
regularly flown over most areas of northwestern
BC. This has given me a unique perspective and
understanding of the issues facing wildlife,
particularly within the Tahltan Nation.
I have worked with the Tahltan Central
Government (TCG) and the Tahltan Guide &
Outfitters Association (TGOA) for the past three
years, where I have initiated three research projects
that have brought provincial and international
support for wildlife into the Tahltan Territory. These
initiatives have been successful in helping the
Tahltan Nation strengthen their position when
it comes to changing and improving wildlife
management in the province. With the new
Collaborative Stewardship Framework, increased
capacity within the Wildlife Department,
and further local initiatives, we will create a
management model that protects and enhances
wildlife populations within the Tahltan Territory. I
look forward to continuing this work and working
closely with the communities in my new role.
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Tahltan Socio-Cultural Working Group Update
Since reporting out to Tahltans at the last AGA,
the Tahltan Socio-Cultural Working Group has
been hard at work developing our strategic plan
for the next five years. At the AGA, we presented
the results of an independent evaluation that was
done regarding our work with the Province. The
evaluation highlighted a number of important
accomplishments since we began our work
in 2011. For example, a major expansion of
language programming, increased employment
opportunities, and better access for our youth to
sports and recreation programs.
One thing we heard from Tahltans was that they
sometimes get confused with the Stikine Wholistic
Working Group (SWWG), which is a partnership
with our Kaska and Tlingit neighbours where
we focus on regional issues like education and
wildlife. The Tahltan Socio-Cultural Working Group,
on the other hand, is a Tahltan-only organization,
that was established in May 2011 to fulfill specific
commitments made under the Northwest
Transmission Line Agreement. Specifically, our role
is to proactively plan for and to mitigate social
and cultural issues that arise from major projects
in Tahtlan Territory. In short, we are a Tahltan-only
organization, and we have added the “T” to the
short version of our name, so you will know it is us
when you see TSWG.

We are excited to present our new strategic
plan in the coming weeks. While all of the good
work we have done to date will continue, the
strategic plan focuses on new areas where we will
focus, including infrastructure and community
revitalization. This work comes at a critical time
as the Tahltan Nation must re-build and revitalize
following the fires that impacted us all. As a
preview to the plan, here is a graphic that we think
best represents the strength and autonomy of the
programs that have been built up through our
work, and the work we will focus on for the next
five years.
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3 Nations Update

Following the commitment from government for
multi-year funding and the positive relationships
emerging with representatives from both the
provincial and federal governments, the Stikine
Wholistic Working Group (SWWG) is taking an
innovative approach that is already bearing fruit.
A significant amount of pride is shared as
the 3 Nations are leading the way in devising
and administering a realistic wholistic return
to wellbeing. In fact, our innovative and
collaborative approach, between our 3 Nations
and governments, has resulted in a nomination
for the BC Premier’s Award for Innovation,
the award ceremony was held in Victoria on
November 1st.
As well, the success of the 3 Nations model has
garnered interest from others; for example, the
SWWG has been identified by Canada’s inquiry
into murdered and missing indigenous women as
a successful grass roots example of collaboration.
Although there is much yet to achieve, there
is also much for us - Tahltan, Kaska and Tlingit
people - to be proud of.
From engaging in family activities across the
region, to developing a unified approach to the
wildlife guardian programs, and to the significant
strategic planning work that has been undertaken
- the 3 Nations are making a difference and are
now poised to take SWWG to the next level.
The 3 Nations and the Provincial Government
have partnered in a 3 Nations-BC Wildlife
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Guardian Project, where Tahltan, Kaska, and
Taku River Tlingit are not only running their own
Land Guardian Project, but employing their own
members as Land Guardians. This is critical for
each Nation to manage and protect their territory.
The 3 Nations and the Province have also been
working together to ensure moose regulation
changes around our communities; more
specifically, we would like to see a reduction in
land use conflicts, a limit to the harvesting of bull
moose, and the shortening of the hunting season.
In addition, the 3 Nations have partnered
with the Ministry of Forests, Lands, Natural
Resource Operations & Rural Development in a
Collaborative Stewardship Framework (CSF); an
initiative that supports the collaborative design
and delivery of natural resource stewardship
in the province. The Province has committed
three years’ worth of funding for a Collaborative
Stewardship Framework pilot project.
In August attention was given to the devastating
wildfires that hit Telegraph Creek. Donations
from each Kaska and Tlingit community, and
also collectively from the 3 Nations were made.
Although on a smaller scale, it's important to
recognize the fact that the Kaska too felt the
impacts of wildfires, with Lower Post having been
evacuated and structures being lost. On behalf
of the Stikine Wholistic Working Group and the
3 Nations, our thoughts and prayers remain with
everyone affected by this summer’s wildfires.

Lands

Lands Department Update
Tahltan Territory,
specifically the Cassiar
Timber Supply Area,
had the largest burnt
area in BC this year
with 300,000+ hectares
burnt. The Alkali Lake
fire alone was 121,215
hectares. The
environmental
degradation
experienced from
wildfires and fire suppression work has seriously
compromised the health and well-being of our land
and the environment. As a result of the wildfire
disaster, conversations regarding the
rehabilitation and recovery of the fireguards at
the Government-to-Government (G2G) level have
begun.
The mandate for the Tahltan-BC G2G Forum is to
ensure implementation of the Shared Decision
Making Agreement (SDMA). The SDMA includes
capacity funding to support implementation, and
also supports several working groups. Examples

include the Fish and Wildlife Working Group, the
Minerals Working Group, and the Forestry Working
Group.
On August 29th, I flew the Telegraph Creek road
with geotechnical engineers from the Province to
assess the stability of the road, the hillsides, and the
fireguards. The environmental impacts of the
wildfires are extensive and the rehabilitation of the
39.85 kilometers of fireguard are critical; the
fireguards touched the Telegraph road at seven
locations. Recontouring, seeding, and other means
of erosion control will ensure the safety and stability
of the road and community moving forward.
The Province will be providing a contract to the
Tahltan Nation Development Corporation (TNDC)
for some immediate emergency rehabilitation work,
including six kilometres of ditching, as well as some
grass seeding at specific environmentally
sensitive locations on some fireguards. TNDC will
also deactivate the seven locations where the
fireguards have touched the Telegraph Creek road
to deter access into previously inaccessible areas.
Over the upcoming winter months, a
comprehensive rehab plan will be co-created by
TCG and the Province, detailing rehab prescriptions
and activities for all areas that were impacted
by wildfire suppression activities. One of the
components of the rehab plan will be to ensure that
our important cultural heritage and archeological
sites are not further disturbed. The sensitive nature
of our cultural heritage and archeological sites,
such as Old Tahltan Village, will influence what the
rehab prescriptions look like. The rehab plan should
be ready by the end of February 2019 with on-theground works starting in March.

Christine Creyke
Lands Director
landsdirector@tahltan.org
(250) 771-3274
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Wildlife Department Update
2018 has been a challenging
year for the Tahltan Nation,
but with a strong leadership
team and the resilience
of Tahltan members, we
continued to deliver on our
wildlife objectives.
This year we have seen an
expansion of the Tahltan
Wildlife Guardian Program,
both in scope and
personnel. We welcomed
back Clements Brace for this

year’s season, and also
added Richard Louie and Thornton Louie to our
seasonal team. The increase in personnel has allowed
the Guardians to patrol a larger portion of the Tahltan
Territory during the hunting season. Their role is to
monitor land use, hunting activity, and any violations
that may be occurring within the Tahltan Territory.
In addition to the increase in staff during the
hunting season, the Wildlife Department has also
|invested in capital expenses such as trail cameras, a
vehicle, and a side-by-side ATV to help the Guardians
patrol deeper into our territory. The Guardians continue
to record information through interviews with people
and hunters on our land, personal observations, and by
taking photographs of activities happening along the
backcountry trails within the territory. These
continued efforts are providing us with more and better
information so that informed decisions can be made
regarding local concerns and the needs of fish and
wildlife and their surrounding environment.
Recently, the Wildlife Guardian Program
implemented a new hunter survey and observation
protocol using Lightship, which is a program designed
to ask questions of hunters and people in the back
country about their activities, record and photograph
observations, and then easily update the information
into our own Tahltan database. The Guardians
have spearheaded this new approach to engaging
hunters and collecting information. It is important
to note that this gathering of information on wildlife
has been well received by the hunting community, with
the most common response being, “We are glad to
see that people are making an effort to understand
the issues in the backcountry”.
The Guardians were in the field for 39 days and
recorded observations from campsites, kill sites,
vehicles, tracks, hunting parties, boats, and wildlife.
There were many hunter interviews completed with

each interview
lasting approximately 30
minutes. This information
will be analyzed in the
coming weeks, and trends
and other indicators will
be identified that will be
used to inform and/or
seek change to the
management of our land
and wildlife.
There were several
indicators suggesting a
reduction in the number
of hunters across the
territory this season. Some of the reduction can be
attributed to TCG’s stronly worded request to the
provincial government and the hunting community to
abstain from hunting in the wildfire impacted areas.
Also, the changes made to the hunting regulations
last spring have started to address long standing
areas of concern within the territory. Areas such as the
Klappan and Stikine River, that have gone to Limited
Entry Hunting (LEH), have seen significant reductions
in hunting pressure this season. Areas with modified
seasons and antler restrictions are showing similar
reductions in hunters and hunting pressures as well.

The Guardians also participated in the mountain
ungulate survey in the Jade Boulder Road area. The
helicopter inventory was a part of the ongoing Stone’s
Sheep research project the TCG and TGOA initiated two
years ago. Kutcho Copper Corporation joined the
project this past spring to better understand how to
mitigate human caused disturbance in the Caribou Pass
area during periods when sheep cross the road. The
third year of the project will see an increase in field work
investigating the habitats that sheep utilize during
the year. We will also be collecting samples looking for
stress during the sheep’s crossing times.
The 3Nations (Tahltan, Kaska, Tlingit) Working Group
has developed a comprehensive work plan for the
upcoming year. With increased funding for wildlife
programs, we will enhance our wildlife management
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activities. The Collaborative Stewardship Framework
Agreement is a multi-year commitment that will also be
rolled out this winter. This agreement is a new approach
to wildlife management in the Tahltan, Kaska, and
Tlingit territories. It will allow for a more responsive
wildlife management model that allows each Nation
to set their own priorities. This will include wildlife
inventories, data gathering and interpretation, wildlife
sample analysis, and research. The Guardian staff of
each Nation will take an important role in delivering
these programs.

members. She also hosted a wildlife sampling
workshop open to the community at the 2018 Northern
Wildlife Symposium, offering guidance and
documenting feedback on how we can best contribute
high quality samples to the program. We are so
excited to see this project push forward, leading British
Columbia towards an innovative and effective approach
to community-based wildlife health surveillance. The
Tahltan community and local outfitters look forward to
actively contributing in a meaningful way towards
better understanding and managing our local wildlife.

Message from Researcher Caeley Thacker

Message from Researcher Dr. Naima Jutha
The Wildlife Health Sampling Program is a
community-based project initiated by the TCG, TGOA,
and the Wildlife Health Program of the BC Ministry of
FLNRORD, in the interest of learning more about
wildlife health in the Skeena Region. The program
began in 2016 and since—in only its first two years—
has produced the highest sample kit return of any
program of its kind in British Columbia. Dr. Naima
Jutha came on board as a graduate student with the
University of Calgary in Summer 2017, under the cosupervision of the BC Wildlife Veterinarian, Dr. Helen
Schwantje, and the University of Calgary’s Faculty of
Veterinary Medicine Professor, Dr. Susan Kutz to focus
on the caribou samples collected within this program.
Her goal is to develop a framework for a locally-driven
wildlife health monitoring program that incorporates
both biological data from the hunter-based sampling
kits as well as local and traditional knowledge of past
and present hunting guides, outfitters, and others
who have significant experience on the landscape of
northwestern British Columbia.
Naima has been busy at the University of Calgary
working through analysis of the samples collected
from hunted caribou for various markers of caribou
health, including body condition, body size, exposure to
bacterial, viral, and parasitic diseases, and stress
levels. This June 2018, Naima spent time in Dease Lake
and the surrounding area conducting in-depth
interviews to explore caribou health and trends from
the perspectives of local land-users and community

Stone’s sheep are an iconic species in northern
British Columbia. We now know that they are only found
in BC, but little is known about their population and
health status. In 2017, a team of researchers began a
project to address the apparent decline in some areas of
the Stone’s sheep population in the Cassiar mountains.
Stone’s sheep ewes are captured using a net gun from
a helicopter. They are fitted with a GPS collar, and
health samples are collected. One aspect of the study
is looking at lamb production and survival, so the ewes
are tested for pregnancy using a portable ultrasound
machine and confirmed with a blood test.
The TCG and TGOA initiated a sample collection
program in 2016. BC Wildlife Health Program and the
University of Calgary participated in the sample kit
design to create standardized samples that could be
used for multiple species and to ensure viable
samples are collected in remote locations. The samples
collected by hunters and guides are being used along
with the samples collected from the collared animals to
test for various diseases and measures of health. One
disease of concern is pneumonia caused by a bacteria,
Mycoplasma ovipneumoniae (M.ovi), which is carried by
domestic sheep and goats. M.ovi has caused die-offs of
bighorn sheep in the USA and southern BC and would
likely be devastating to thin horn sheep populations as
well. The goal of this project is to collect a wide range of
health information to try to understand the factors
affecting conservation of this iconic species.
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Billy Oestreich
Wildlife Director
wildlifedirector@tahltan.org
(250) 771-3274

Lands

Tahltan Heritage and Resources Environmental Assessment Team Update

THREAT provides project management and
technical support to the TCG Lands Department.
THREAT’s mission is:
1. To support the protection of Tahltan
environmental, social, cultural, heritage, and
economic interests that may be affected by
industrial action;
2. To assess potential impacts from new and
existing industrial development on Tahltan
Territory;
3. To identify options for avoiding or mitigating
impacts; and
4. To ensure that Tahltan people are meaningfully
involved in permitting processes and project
reviews.
Government-to-Government
The Lands Department and THREAT work with
the Province under the Shared Decision Making
Agreement (SDMA), which guides engagement
on referrals. During the fires, all engagement on
referrals were postponed allowing the Tahltan
Nation to focus on our communities. Since midSeptember, we have started working on referrals
again with the Province.
The Lands Department is also working with
the Ministry of Energy, Mines and Petroleum
Resources to implement the Red Chris
Management Agreement (RCMA). The RCMA
implementation team held their first community
meeting in Iskut on September 24th. During this

meeting, provincial and Tahltan representatives
provided an overview on the work being done
to implement the agreement, including training,
joint inspections and incident reporting. The
team also provided a summary of the first annual
audit report. The report provides a summary
of activities, key issues and responses from the
2017 calendar year. Representatives from the Red
Chris Mine Environmental Department were also
present at the meeting. The company addressed
questions from community members who
attended the meeting.
The Klappan Management Board had a conference
call in October. The board discussed the feedback
they received from the public regarding the
Klappan Plan. The board received several letters
that generally offered support for the plan but also
included some recommendations that the board
will discuss in future meetings.

Red Chris Mine
THREAT is currently reviewing the management
agreement as well as reviewing updated
management plans provided by the mine,
including an air quality management plan.
This winter, we will engage with the Province
and Red Chris regarding updates to the air
quality permit, the site water balance, and other
activities associated with both the Mines Act
and Environmental Management Act permits.
We are currently working with the Province on
completing our first annual audit report for the
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mine, as part of the Red Chris Management Act.
The Independent Engineering Review Panel (often
referred to as the Tailings Review Board) met in May
at the Imperial Metals office in Vancouver and at the
Red Chris Mine. Both Nalaine Morin and Christine
Creyke participated in these meetings. A further
meeting will be held in November in Vancouver.
The Environmental Oversight Committee met
at the Red Chris Mine site in August 2018, where
we discussed the updated closure and mine
reclamation plan and participated in a lake survey at
Todagin.
THREAT has also completed a review of the Air
Quality Management Plan, which has been updated
and approved by the Ministry of Environment and
Climate Change Strategy. We are also working
on a review of the updated Closure and Mine
Reclamation Plan. The plan is a requirement for the
mine and it needs to be updated every 5 years. The
plan will be reviewed through a Mine Development
Review Committee with Ministry of Energy,
Mines and Petroleum Resources and Ministry of
Environment.

Galore Creek Mine Project
In 2018, the Galore Creek Project remained in care
and maintenance. The Galore Creek Mine Company,
along with TCG’s Lands Department and THREAT,
completed a review of an amendment to the Galore
Project’s environmental assessment certificate.
The amended certificate was issued in October
and included minor changes to commitments for a
gravel pit and a camp.

Bronson Connector Road
An application for the Bronson Connector road –
a proposed 21.6 km long road from the Bronson
airstrip to the McLymont laydown yard – was filed

by Seabridge in October 2017. The TCG Lands
Department and THREAT have been working
with the Ministry of Energy, Mines and Petroleum
Resources on setting up a level 4 working group
for the formal review process for this project. A
Terms of Reference and workplan for this review
have been completed and the review process is
underway. It is important to note that Seabridge has
provided additional studies including a resource
inventory and cumulative effects assessment report
that will be included in the review of the road
application.

Silvertip Mine
In September, THREAT members participated in a
site visit of the Silvertip Mine. Work is still underway
on the review of an amendment application for this
project. The company, Couer Mining, has filed an
updated application to change the mine life and
mine operations, which will require an amendment
to the Mines Act permit. The application is currently
being screened to see if it meets the requirements.
Once the application passes screening it will
proceed to review, and the TCG Lands Department
and THREAT will engage with the company and set
up community meetings.

About TCG Lands Department and THREAT
The TCG Lands Department and THREAT provide
technical support including third-party review,
community engagement, and advice on lands
and natural resource management to Tahltan
leadership regarding proposed resource projects on
Tahltan Territory. THREAT supports the TCG Lands
Department and the Tahltan leadership by using
Tahltan knowledge and experience and science to
identify potential impacts to Tahltan interests and
providing recommended options to address and
mitigate impacts.
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Employment & Contracting Department Update
The last few months, as
everyone knows within
our Nation, has been
challenging on many
fronts. It is worthwhile
noting the efforts of a
number of TCG staff who
went above and beyond
their scope of work and
expected work hours to
help with the wildfire
situation in Telegraph Creek. In addition, many of
the companies that we deal with - from the Mineral
Exploration Industry to Mining Companies - made
several sacrifices to accommodate Tahltans. In fact,
most companies provided their employees with
very flexible time off to manage the fire and/or
offer their skills to fight the fire. Furthermore, many
companies offered donations and equipment.
Even without specific firefighting training, it was
evident that many Tahtlans have the skills and
training that transfer very well. Our operators
were on the front lines all day and night, as well
as labourers, flaggers, supervisors, bus drivers,
cooks, and many other personnel. Work experience
gained in the mining industry has provided our
people with important transferable skills that made
a huge difference fighting the fires. Observing how
our workers took control without hesitation and

worked so efficiently and effectively, it is evident
that our Tahltan workforce is world class. Had it
not been for the skills and strong work ethic of our
members, the devastation surely would have been
far greater.

Red Chris Mine Update
Red Chris Mine remains the biggest employer
within our territory.
In addition to these numbers, there are
approximately 30 more Tahltans working onsite on
the Tailing Impoundment Contract with TNDC and
also with SRS (TNDC’s joint venture with Sodexo). In
sum, there are approximately 166 Tahltan working
at the Red Chris Mine site.
Every Tahltan summer student who applied at Red
Chris over the summer was also successful. In total
six applied, with one person declining the offer,
which would have resulted in 50% of the summer
student positions being Tahltan. This is in
accordance with the provisions in the IBA.

Contracting
Tahltan National Development Corporation secured
the TIA contract through 2020 and also a crushing
contract.
I am also working with Mine Management to drill
down a more formalized contracting procedure for
the “Preferential” and “Direct Award” provisions.

SUMMARY BY DEPARTMENT AS OF
SEPTEMBER 1ST, 2018

OVERALL # OF EMPLOEES # OF TAHLTANS

%

MILL OPERATIONS

80

33

41%

MILL MAINTENANCE

60

18

30%

MINE OPERATIONS

134

37

28%

MOBILE MAINTENANCE

79

18

23%

ELECTRICAL

32

7

22%

ADMINISTRATION

23

8

35%

PURCHASING & WAREHOUSE

26

6

23%

ENVIRONMENTAL

10

6

60%

TAILINGS MANAGEMENT

24

3

13%

TOTALS

468

136

29%
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Pretium Update

AltaGas

We are also working with Pretium Mining and their
Brucejack Project. Currently we have a recruitment
drive for their 2019 Snow Removal Program – Snow
Shovel Labourers and Heavy Equipment Operators
employment opportunities. The vast majority of
the Heavy Equipment Operators from last year have
been asked to return. We currently have
thirty-three Tahltan members working on site and
after the Snow Removal Program recruitment drive,
we expect to see that number increase.

As many of you may know, the AltaGas Forrest Kerr
project is a run-of-river Hydro Electric project
located in Tahltan Territory. The number of
employment positions available is not as high as
an operating mine. In fact, the highest number of
positions available at any given time is thirty. With
that said, the available positions could be sought
after long-term highly technical career
opportunities. These operator positions include
electricians and instrumentation technicians.

In addition, there are Tahltan Apprentices working
at the mine site, all securing apprenticeships with
Pretium and Procon Mining, the underground
mining contractor.

Currently Tahltans occupy the following positions
at AltaGas:

Pretium has also worked closely with our
organization during the fire situation by providing
supplies and allowing workers to take time off to
assist. I work closely with Aldea Lavallie,
Community Relations Manager for Pretium and I
can say that Ms. Lavallie has worked extensively
with our department to increase Tahltan
opportunities at Brucejack.
You can find new and existing opportunities by
always checking Pretium’s website (https://www.
pretivm.com/Careers/Current-Job-Postings/default.
aspx). Their “Job Postings” are very current and
please remember to sign up in the “General
Application” section. It is important to utilize their
online application as well as send me or Darcie
Quock, Employment Assistance Services
Coordinator (eas@tahltan.org), your resume.

• Tahltan Member/Overall Positions
• Operators: 1/15
• Shift Leads: 0/2
• Facilities Coordinators: 0/1
• Warehouse Coordinators: 0/1
• Camp Maintenance Temporary Contracts: 2/2
• Operations Support Temporary Contracts: 4/5
• Environmental Lead: 1/1
• Management: 0/3
• Camp Services: 1/6
• Medics: 0/2
In Total: 9/38 or 23% of the workforce.
We are working with AltaGas to develop a
long-term plan on how to recruit for positions, such
as operators which require technical trades. I look
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forward to working with Freda Campbell, TCG’s new
Education and Training Department Director, to
strategize on recruitment and identify Tahltans that
are interested.

Mineral Exploration
We now see more Tahltan contractors (especially
individual companies not associated with TNDC)
taking advantage of opportunities within the
mineral exploration industry. For example, we have
Tahltan companies providing the following
services: Expediting, Drilling, Labour provision, First
Aid Services, and Helicopter Services.
There are at least six individual Tahltan companies
that have bid on and received contracts in various
projects throughout our territory above and
beyond the contracts obtained by TNDC.
I have developed a reporting form that will be sent
to companies shortly. It is hoped that these forms
will generate more complete Tahltan employment
and contracting statistics. In addition, these forms
will also be used to obtain feedback from
companies regarding the types of training in
demand so that we can get more Tahltans ready for
the upcoming season.
Judging by the feedback I have received from TCG
project and site visits, I would approximate that
about 100 Tahltans work in this mineral exploration
industry during the summer months.

over $500,000 dollars that gets utilized to fund the
Tahltan Nation Job Fair, meetings with leadership,
youth participation at AME Roundup, education/
training funds and to build capacity within TCG’s
Communication Department. What is more, these
agreements ensure that we will work together with
companies doing business in our territory to make
certain that employment and contracting
opportunities are readily available to Tahltans.
We meet with these companies regularly to obtain
project updates and at least two formal meetings
per year are held, the next one being during the
AME Roundup in Vancouver from January 26th to
the 31st.
My goal for 2019 is to formalize processes for
contracting opportunities and employment so that
I can communicate opportunities to all
membership in a more efficient manner.

Employment Resources

WorkBC
https://www.workbc.ca/
WorkBC helps people find jobs, explore career
options and improve their skills. We also help
employers fill jobs, find the right talent and grow
their businesses.
They help with resume writing as well.

We have now signed communication
agreements with eighteen companies, generating
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Skilled Trades Employment Program

Industry Training Authority

http://www.stepbc.ca/

https://www.itabc.ca/

Since 2006, the Skilled Trades Employment
Program (STEP) has focused on finding
motivated, trained, and ready-to-work candidates
for construction employers with jobs to fill in
British Columbia.

The Industry Training Authority (ITA) leads and
coordinates British Columbia’s skilled trades
system. ITA works with employers, apprentices,
industry, labour, training providers and
government to issue credentials, support
apprenticeships, fund programs, set program
standards and increase opportunities in the trades.

The STEP team can help by:
EMPLOYERS
• Meeting you at your convenience to assess your
hiring needs

Working Warriors

• Providing pre and post-placement support at no
cost

https://workingwarriors.ca/#/home

• Finding and connecting job-ready skilled workers
to you

Individual profiles enable users to access an online
resume builder, receive job notifications, search
for jobs and promote themselves to a national
audience.

• Improving your retention rate by continuing to
work with you after placement

What do they do?

JOB SEEKERS
• Creating an action plan to build your career in
the skilled trades
• Connecting you to apprenticeships and
opportunities with BC construction employers

Adrian Carlick

• Providing extra financial supports and benefits
to ensure you’re job ready

Employment & Contracting Director

Following up with you after placement to ensure
success

employmentdirector@tahltan.org
(250) 641- 4305
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Seabridge Gold Update: KSM and Iskut Project
Seabridge Gold Inc. is the owner of the KSM Project (Kerr, Sulphurets, Mitchell and Iron
Cap deposits) and the Iskut Project. The company believes in open and transparent
communication with local communities and Indigenous groups by sharing regular
updates on its Projects. The following update has been prepared to inform the Tahltan
Nation of the latest activities at the KSM and Iskut Projects.

Get to Know the KSM Project
The KSM Project is a proposed gold, copper, silver
and molybdenum mine, located 65 kilometers
northwest of Stewart, BC or 130 kilometers south
of Iskut, BC.
KSM received federal and provincial
environmental approvals following a rigorous
assessment process in 2014. Although
construction has not yet started on the KSM
Project, Seabridge has spent $258 million on
exploration, engineering and environmental work
to move the Project forward. Approximately 80
percent, or about $206M, of this spending has
been in BC.
Seabridge employs several Tahltan contractors
and employees for various activities including
environmental fieldwork, jobs in the project
camps and other contracted work. Once
construction begins, the KSM Project will employ
approximately 1,800 people each year during
the five-year construction period. In operation,
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Seabridge estimates jobs for 1,040 people each
year.
Currently, in conjunction with exploration and
environmental activities, Seabridge Gold is also
actively searching for a joint-venture partner to
move the Project toward construction.

2018 KSM Update
In early 2018, Seabridge Gold released
encouraging exploration results from its 2017
drilling activity at the Iron Cap deposit. To
follow-up on these results, Seabridge launched
the summer 2018 exploration program for a
planned 28,000 meters of drilling focused on
growing the Iron Cap resource and surface work.
Seabridge also conducted geotechnical drilling
to confirm its development model and expedite
the work required of a joint-venture partner when
one is secured.
During the summer of 2018, a small-scale logging
program began at the site in preparation for a
permanent year-round camp to support ongoing

Industry

exploration and facilitate prompt commencement
of much larger work programs required to advance
the Project into construction. These field programs
are now complete, KSM exploration camp closed
for the season in mid-October.
Committed to advancing the Project sustainably,
Seabridge has always adopted sustainable
technology to ensure environmental protection.
In 2015, Seabridge Gold successfully completed
a pilot plant evaluation of a new process for the
removal of selenium from waters in northwest BC,
Selen-IX™ treatment technology.

of Stewart, BC. The Iskut Project is located 30
kilometers from KSM, offering optimal synergies for
Seabridge’s knowledge and existing infrastructure.
To date, activities conducted at this property
include exploration drilling as well as remediation
activities at the former Johnny Mountain Mine site,
to address the impact of historical mining activity.

2018 Iskut Project Update
Seabridge Gold has been conducting exploration
drilling at the Iskut Project since 2016. A
3,000-meter core program for 2018 was completed.

This technology has now been issued a US patent
further validating Seabridge Gold’s chosen
approach for selenium treatment at its KSM Project.
Seabridge Gold has also maintained its
commitment to the Tahltan Nation and the people
of northwest BC, by continuing to share publicly
the results of its Independent Geotechnical Review
Board (IGRB) meetings, with the release of Reports
No. 2 and 3. The IGRB was formed to provide
independent, expert oversight, opinion and
advice to Seabridge on the design, construction,
operational management and ultimate closure of
the water storage dam and tailing management
facility. The reports are available at our website at
www.ksmproject.com.

Get to Know the Iskut Project
Obtained upon Seabridge’s acquisition of SnipGold
Corporation in June 2016, the Iskut Project includes
the former Johnny Mountain Mine (JMM) and
Bronson Slope deposit, located 110 km northwest

Additionally, clean-up efforts started at the former
Johnny Mountain Mine site upon acquisition of
SnipGold in 2016. To date, these efforts included
the removal of hazardous materials from the mine
site, a Dam safety review, Tailings Management
Facility repair work, development of detailed
environmental monitoring programs, and
hydrocarbon remediation.

Want to learn more about the KSM or
Iskut Property? Visit us at:
1235 Main Street
Smithers, BC
www.ksmproject.com
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Industry Corner and FAQ – Nalaine Morin

The Importance of the Environment and
Environmental Committee Implementation
TCG Lands Department works to oversee the
implementation of environmental commitments
identified in the Participation Agreements we
have for projects in Tahltan Territory. Currently
we have Participation Agreements for several
projects, including the AltaGas projects (Forrest
Kerr, Volcano and McLymont), Red Chris Mine,
and the Galore Creek Project. The environmental
commitments included in these agreements are
part of an environmental management framework
that addresses concerns raised by community
members during negotiations, as well as concerns
identified by THREAT during the environmental
assessment process.
The environmental committees for these projects
were established to evaluate and to make
recommendations concerning environmental
matters. The committees review environmental
management programs, emergency preparedness
plans, environmental monitoring data, draft
environmental reports, and permit applications
and environmental incidents. The committees
can also conduct independent environmental
monitoring and collaborate on additional
environmental studies that are recommended
either through community concerns or by the
committee members. The committees – which
include members of the TCG, Tahltans employed
by the project and company representatives –
meet at least once a year.

The Red Chris Mine Environmental Oversight
Committee commenced in 2015 and has held
several meetings since, our most recent being
in late August at the Red Chris mine. Tahltans on
the committee include: Christine Creyke, Jarrett
Quock, Nalaine Morin, and Shawn Ducharme.
The Galore Creek Environmental Committee
commenced in 2008 and has held annual
meetings, while the project has been in care and
maintenance. During these meetings we have
reviewed results of environmental monitoring
programs, environmental incidents, and discussed
proposed annual planning activities for the
project. Tahltans on the committee include: Vera
Asp, Heather Hawkins, Hankin Asp, Ann Ball, and
Nalaine Morin.
The AltaGas Environmental Committee was
implemented in 2011. The committee met several
times at site throughout construction. The
committee just met at site in October where we
toured all three of the projects and discussed
environmental related incidents and upcoming
environmental projects for 2019. Tahltans on the
committee include: Heather Hawkins, Nalaine
Morin, and Brandon Marion.

FAQ

Q
A

UESTION: Who will be the watchdog for a mine
in Tahltan Territory? What will be monitored?
Who will be responsible for reporting?
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NSWER: A mining operation in Tahltan Territory
will be monitored by the government, by TCG,
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and the proponent through a number of different
initiatives. All aspects of the mine operation will
be monitored, including water management,
wildlife management, reclamation activities, human
resources, and infrastructure development and
maintenance (dams and road). Reporting on project
performance is the responsibility of the project
owner.

Q
A

UESTION: What are Shared Decision-Making
Agreements (SDMA)?

NSWER: “Shared Decision-Making Agreement”
or “SDMA” refers to an agreement signed by
Tahltan (TCG, Iskut Band, Tahltan Band) and BC
(MARR) in March 2013. The SDMA Agreement, at
its highest level, describes how the Tahltan Nation
and BC are going to engage in consultations about
projects, activities and plans that affect the Tahltan
Territory and title and rights. BC has a legal duty to
consult with and, where appropriate, accommodate
the Tahltan Nation before moving ahead with any
projects and decisions that affect Tahltan title and
rights. What this can lead to is inefficiency and
overload, as TCG receives hundreds of applications
for consultation and must sort through them and
identify priorities, and also a lot of government
bureaucracy, as TCG often has to deal with new
government decision-makers. What the SDMA does
is create a more predictable and stable structure
to guide Tahltan-BC consultation engagement and
decision making. It creates processes and “levels” for
consultation on projects and activities that reflect

the importance and potential for impacts of those
projects and activities.

Key Advantages of the SDMA
· Stable multi-year funding to support THREAT and,
ultimately, a Tahltan lands agency;
· An established government-to-government forum
where TCG can take on higher level issues such as
cumulative effects management;
· A commitment by BC to work with the Tahltan
Nation to develop consensus recommendations
for how to accommodate and protect Tahltan title
and rights; and
· A dispute resolution process to address
disagreements.

Q
A

UESTION: What are we doing as a Nation more
broadly to identify and protect heritage
resources in Tahltan Territory?

NSWER: In 2005, after reviewing an
Archaeological Overview Assessment for the
Red Chris Project, the Tahltan Heritage Resources
Environmental Assessment Team developed the
Tahltan Archaeological Standards. These standards
identify specific Tahltan heritage resources that
represent evidence of Tahltan presence on the land.
All archaeological studies done in Tahltan Territory
must now include the Tahltan Archaeological
Standards. THREAT has also developed and
implemented a Chance Find Procedure that also
must be followed at project sites in Tahltan Territory.
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Education & Training Department Update
The TCG Education and
Training Department was
born on August 15, 2018,
exactly two weeks after
the Alkali Lake fire started.
Starting a new job in the
middle of a forest fire
proved to be a challenge. I
was directed to volunteer
where I could and to assist
Tahltan students who had
to begin school in September under the most
challenging of circumstances.
The TCG Education and Training Funding Program is
now officially available to all Tahltans seeking financial
aid for their education and/or training needs. More
information will be available soon. In the meantime,
please do not hesitate to contact me for more
information.
The resolution to create TCG’s Education and Training
Department during the 2016 AGA reads as follows:
"That the TCG collaborate with the other shareholders
(Tahltan Band & Iskut Band) of the Tahltan Heritage Trust
to begin accessing the interest funds from the trust on
an annual basis and utilize such funds annually to help
support Tahltan students and trainees. The funds should
be made available to anyone with Tahltan ancestry in
pursuit of employment & training certificates, high school
upgrading, post-secondary studies, trades programs
and any other reasonable programs that help Tahltan
members become meaningfully employed in the
workforce. A special education and training board, made
up of representatives of all three government entities and
other Tahltan members should be established to create
proper policies. This resolution should be revisited in
three years to determine its suitability. "
From this resolution, an Employment and Training
Committee was developed and is comprised of
President Chad Day (TCG Representative and Chair),
Adrian Carlick, Ann Ball, Maureen Johnstone, Curtis

Rattray (Tahltan Band Representative) and Jolene
Louie (Iskut Band Representative). The committee
developed the Education and Training Policy that
can be found on the TCG website along with the
application forms for short-term training courses and
post-secondary/trades programs. The policy is new
and is expected to undergo changes each year as we
better understand the needs of our Tahltan people
under this developing department.
Due to unforeseen circumstances the official
opening of the Education and Training Department
was delayed and we apologize. With that said, the
TCG is prepared to reimburse Tahltan students for any
short-term training courses, any post-secondary
programs, and any trades training that occurred
between May 1, 2018 to August 31, 2018 (receipts are
required and living allowances are not applicable).
Please note: Anyone of Tahltan ancestry can apply for
funding for short-term training courses, for
post-secondary programs and for trades training. Each
student is allowed a maximum of $1000 per year for
short-term training courses and $5000 per year for
post-secondary programs and trades training. The
funding can come in the form of tuition, books and
supplies, travel and/or a living allowance.
To qualify for funding an applicant must:
· Be of Tahltan ancestry;
· Be a registered member of the TCG;
· Be in good financial standing with the TCG, the
Tahltan Band and the Iskut Band (if applicable);
· Enrolled in a program that meets the program
eligibility requirements set out in the policy
The Education and Training Department is excited to
be working with the Employment and Contracts
Department to communicate, populate, and get
Tahltans using the new Tahltan Skills Inventory
Database. Together with Essential Skills Group Inc., the
TCG has created a skills inventory software that will
allow Tahltan members to record their personal
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information, work experience, education, and
short-term certifications. This information will be
collected and will allow registered members to
easily print resumes and copies of certifications from
the website. It will also allow registered members to
do essential skill tests to determine their essential skill
levels and connect them to their desired jobs.
Employers in our territory will also have access to this
database, which will allow them to head-hunt
qualified Tahltan candidates for employment and
training positions, thereby assisting them to meet
their obligations to hire Tahltans. The Tahltan Skills
Inventory Database is expected to be rolled out at the
2019 Dease Lake Job Fair (dates to be determined).
The Education and Training Department is now
responsible for streamlining and administering Tahltan
scholarships. Tahltan students can now apply for all
scholarships with one single application form.

in the exploration industry and/or in an operating
mine. We will launch this yearly training program in
2019. In addition, we are currently looking at the
benefits of the Aboriginal Canadian Entrepreneurs
(ACE) entrepreneurial mentorship program and hope
to host ACE in the near future.
The purpose of the Education and Training
Department is to support Tahltan members – both
within and outside the territory – in obtaining the
training they need to find the work they want. I could
not be more pleased to serve the Tahltan Nation. We
have all waited a long time to have the resources we
need to train our own people, in our own way, and the
time has come. Tahltan Strong!

The following scholarships remain available:

Freda Campbell

· Brinkman Forest Ltd.
· Tahltan Guide & Outfitters Association

Education & Training Director

· Red Chris Mine
For more information about scholarships, please visit
the Tahltan Central Government website or contact
me directly.
Tahltans can also look forward to a customized
training program that will prepare members for work
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educationdirector@tahltan.org
250-771-3274 ext. 22

Tahltan Nation Development Corporation

Tahltan Nation Development Corporation Update
In 2018, TNDC has
focused on two major
areas of operation –
ongoing work at the Red
Chris Mine and fire
suppression and
recovery work in
Telegraph Creek and the
surrounding area due to
the Alkali Lake Wildfire.
Starting in early August,
TNDC became the prime contractor providing fire
suppression services to the BC Wildfire Service.
Together with a number of local subcontractors,
TNDC deployed equipment and personnel to
protect properties in the Telegraph Creek area
and built fire guards, extinguished spot fires and
assisted structure protection personnel.
Spatsizi Remote Services (SRS), TNDC’s camp
services division, provided food services in Dease
Lake for evacuees, fire crews, government and
other organizations, as well as meals for crews
working in Telegraph Creek. Food preparation in
Dease Lake was possible due to kind and generous
support from the Samaritan’s Purse, who provided
kitchen and dining facilities, as well as their
dedicated group of volunteers.
In September, TNDC became the prime contractor
in charge of cleanup and recovery for the
Telegraph Creek townsite. Contracted by the
Tahltan Band, TNDC equipment and personnel
removed surrounding wood debris and debris from
affected structures. TNDC is also supporting site
development for a new subdivision for temporary
modular homes. Work has included land clearing,
site excavation for septic and waste water systems,
and preparing the main access road and
individual driveways.
At the Red Chris Mine, TNDC has again been active
in raising the level of the Tailings Impoundment
Area and road maintenance. With the new
equipment acquired in the Spring, TNDC was able
to increase the work performed over 2017, as well
as increase the number of heavy construction
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employees at Red Chris. TNDC also completed the
second phase of a new gravel crushing contract
producing gravel from the site waste rock for the
mine site. It has also been a busy year at Red Chris
for SRS, providing camp catering and
housekeeping services – occupancy has
consistently been over 300 during the summer
season. At the Forrest Kerr hydroelectric facility,
TNDC has an equipment operator providing road
maintenance and a general labourer supporting
operations.
TNDC’s construction and camp services personnel
and heavy equipment were deployed on several
earthworks projects and access road maintenance.
On Seabridge Gold’s Johnny Mountain reclamation
and exploration project, equipment operators
and general labourers assisted with geological
field work and mine reclamation, access road
improvements and cleanup of contaminated soils
in and around the former mine site.
TNDC completed access road repairs and upgrades
on the BC Hydro Iskut Transmission Line Extension.
We engaged Progressive Ventures for project and
specialized equipment support while SRS delivered
camp services. Wildfire risk suspended work during
August, so waste wood removal will be finalized in
Spring 2019.
The wildfire also impacted TNDC’s work on the
Telegraph Creek Solid Waste Transfer Station, which
had resumed in Spring 2018 following a winter
break. TNDC successfully completed site clearing
and development before work was suspended due
to fire in the area. Construction of wood framed
buildings and platforms, as well as site office water
and sewer installation, will resume in spring.
As the 2018 work season draws to a close, TNDC
continues to remain focused on the safety of our
workforce and the community, as well as returning
the company to profitability. The impact to this
year’s wildfires has been devastating to Telegraph
Creek and the Tahltan Nation, and TNDC reaffirms
our commitment to supporting community
recovery in the months ahead.
Peter Arendt, P.Eng.
Chief Executive Officer
Tahltan Nation Development Corporation

Language

Language Department Update
The work of the Tahltan
Language and Culture
Program is guided by the
Tāłtān Language and Culture
Framework:
Using the image of ts’esbedze
(black spruce tree), we focus
on all parts of the tree - on
the trunk (Governance), the
branches of the tree (Programs,
Documentation, Training &
Professional Development),
and the roots (healing, wellbeing, and resiliency) - to
revitalize our language. Since most of our first language
speakers are elderly, there is an urgency to work with them
as often as possible to learn our Elders’ and Ancestors’
knowledge and wisdom through our language. From
there, we use what we learn to create learning materials
that all our people can use to become more proficient
in our language, as well as to create safe and supportive
environments for all Tāłtān speakers - new learners, second
language speakers, silent speakers, and first language
speakers.
Our language team update provides information on the
branches of the tree - programs, documentation, and
training and professional development. I will focus on the
trunk (governance) and roots of the tree (healing,
wellbeing, resiliency).

In terms of both communication and research, Odelia
Dennis, Patricia Louie, and I co-authored a paper entitled
“Research, planning, and implementation of Tahltan
language nests: Sharing our experiences.” It will be
published December 2018 in a Special Issue – “Spirit and
Heart: Indigenous Peoples contest the formal and lived
curricula” of the journal, Cultural and Pedagogical Inquiry.

Healing, Wellbeing, Resiliency
For our language to flourish, we also need to ensure that
we focus on the healing and wellbeing of our people.
In partnership with the Peoples’ Haven (Tahltan Band),
Sonia Dennis will take on a new position to support all
aspects of knowledge transfer and planning for youth
and their families, which will include language, traditional
teachings and ceremony.
On October 22nd, Sandra Harris (Wet’suwet’en Nation)
facilitated a healing session for students and mentors in our
university language program, the first class since the fires.
Sandra is an Indigenous Focusing Complex Trauma
practitioner working with health, social and justice front
line workers. This work helps her share teachings about
intergenerational trauma and grief and loss, supporting
first responders, suicide prevention and debriefing
supports to front line staff.

Governance
In terms of communication, our program’s work is to
promote and share with our Nation and other Indigenous
Nations what we are doing, especially since we have been
so fortunate to learn from so many Indigenous scholars and
educators over the last six years.
In early October, I was invited to Winnipeg to give two talks
to share our language revitalization work:
(1) Invited Keynote Speaker, Manitoba First Nations
Education Resource Centre’s First Nations Circle of
Knowledge and Practices Conference - Language is Life.
(2) Invited Speaker, University of Winnipeg’s Department of
Indigenous Studies’ Harry Daniels Distinguished Lecture
Series.
In addition, on October 12-14, as a member of the
Advisory Committee, I attended First Peoples’ Cultural
Council’s Annual General Meeting in Port Hardy.
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Language
Community Updates

you missed this event, no worries because there
will be future luncheons held monthly.

Tlego’īn (Telegraph Creek)

A member of the Dease Lake language program
participated in the celebration of Tahltan Day
(October 18th) by teaching Tahltan language at
Dease Lake School. It was a very successful day of
connecting with the youth and Elders.

We have been working with the Evacuation
Operations Centre in bringing language and
culture to the evacuees in Terrace. We also
organized an Elders luncheon at the Best Western
in Terrace where Elders had the opportunity to
connect with each other while listening to
recordings of Eva Carlick, Rose Dennis, and Benny
Frank. It was good for our souls and a reminder that
we are resilient. Being evacuated may have left a lot
of people feeling ungrounded and when we came
together, it helped us to reconnect. It was beautiful
- the food, the people hosting and the atmosphere
overall. Most of all, seeing everyone’s smiling faces.
Tātl’ah (Dease Lake)
K’asbā’e T’oh was officially opened on September
25th this year. We now have 4 children registered
full-time, therefore K’asbā’e T’oh is operating at
capacity. If you are interested in having your child
attend, there may be some opportunities for
attending part-time. Mēduh for your interest in
language nest.
We hosted an Elders luncheon on Oct 10th where
we visited and had some good food with the Elders
of Dease Lake. We were able to listen to some older
Tahltan recordings of Elders’ stories, songs, and
traditional names from the Royal BC Museum. If

Łuwechon (Iskut)
October 10, 2018 was the open house for our
language nest and house. The open house was
from 1-4 pm. We were very happy to see the
people who came out to support our event. Little
Joseph was so excited to be there, first one to
register into Dzimes Chō.
To all the people who were not available to make
our event that day, no worries!
Watch out for our other events posted in the social
media or posted around the community.
October 17, was our first language learning
session. It was great to see everyone who came out
to learn with us. We had connected the circle that
night as we had a baby, youth, parent and Elder
present. It was very powerful to hear the youth
answer back during our language learning activity.
We played bingo using food items and assorted
kitchen items. Our focus was teaching the phrase,
"______ enelīnā?" (Do you want _____?), that can
be used daily.
On October 18th, the Iskut language team traveled
to Dease Lake to participate in the celebration of
Tahltan Day. They taught language sessions to the
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Language
students of Dease Lake school. It was a successful
and fun day of teaching and connecting with the
youth.

resources, and coordinates language evenings
and other language and culture events in the
community.

Please note that the tentative date for our next
language learning session is November 6, 2018.

Patricia was one of only 10 recipients of a 2018
Child Care Award of Excellence. The Department
of Children and Family Development stated the
following about Patricia in their Press Release:

Tahltan Language Projects
Check out the Tahltan Language website at
www.tahltanlanguage.com
Here you can listen to the sounds of the Tahltan
alphabet, download audio and resources to use
at home, and find news updates for the Language
Program. As we develop more resources for those
within and outside the Territory, we will make them
available on the website for you to download!

“Patricia knows how healing and empowering
Indigenous peoples’ traditional language can be,”
said Doug Donaldson, MLA for Stikine. “Language
brings communities closer to their culture and is a gift
passed on from one generation to the next. To give
young children their language is to help them find
their identity, and with that, a sense of pride in who
they are and where they come from.”
“Indigenous early childhood education is a key
part of our government’s Childcare BC plan,” said
Katrine Conroy, Minister of Children and Family
Development. “Patricia's work is so important,
exemplifying the kind of mentorship, leadership
and role modelling that Indigenous children
throughout B.C. can benefit from. She personifies
what she teaches, having learned Tahltan as a second
language over the past four years.”

Training Updates
September 10 to 11, 2018: Theresa Etzerza, Erma
Bourquin, Patricia Louie, and Tanya Louie attended
Language Nest Training with First Peoples’ Cultural
Council in Victoria, BC. They were able to learn from
and share their knowledge and experience with
other Nations from around the Province who also
have Language Nests. Even Tsu-tsu came out and
wow’d the crowd!
It was an inspiring experience to attend language
training in Victoria. It is amazing to know there are
other communities, just like us, who are working
towards bringing their language back.

Awards
On September 22, 2018 Patricia Louie received
a 2018 Child Care Award of Excellence from the
Ministry of Child and Family Development for her
dedicated and passionate work with the Iskut
Language Nest.
Patricia started working for the Tahltan Language
Program in 2014 and helped to start the first
Tahltan Language Nest, Dzimes Chō T’oh. She is the
Tahltan Language and Culture Coordinator for Iskut
and, along with Tanya Louie, runs the Nest, creates

Together we shared ideas, celebrated our
successes, and spoke of our challenges. It was
interesting to see the similarities in all our teaching
styles and materials. It proves that even if we do
not know one another or live great distances apart,
we are all connected by our love and passion for
our language.
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Tanya shared our puppets with the group, which
resulted in a number of people gathering at our
table. It really is true that puppets ignite the child
in all of us. Sharing a booth at the language fair
was rewarding and informative and we were
very pleased to share our resources, ideas, and
information on our language nest with other
individuals who want to bring back their language.

and soul! What a priceless gift we have been given,
our language!

If there is any Tahltan interested in how children
acquire language or want to find ways for their
children to learn our language, please contact us as
we would love to assist.
September 12 to 13, 2018: Patricia Louie, Tanya
Louie, Kathy Cottrell, and Amber Blenkiron
attended Indigitization Training at the Museum of
Anthropology at the University of British Columbia.
This training will help us to digitize old cassette
tapes so you can listen to your relatives’ voices on
your phone or computer. Once more of the team
is comfortable with the equipment, we will put
the word out so you can come by with your old
cassette tapes and have them digitized.
October 22 to 24, 2018: Kathy Cottrell and Haylee
Gallup attended First Voices training with First
Peoples’ Cultural Council in Victoria BC where they
learned how to work with the First Voices Archive.
Tahltan will have a First Voices archive soon, so you
can listen to words and phrases on their website,
and download it as an app to your phone or tablet.
Check the language website for updates on when
the Tahltan portal on First Voices will be available.
October 22 to 28, 2018: The adult learners in
the UVic Diploma in the Indigenous Language
Revitalization program had their first course of
the Fall semester. It was games-based pedagogy
with Dr. Bruno Jayme, where students learned how
to incorporate arts and games into teaching and
learning Tahltan language. It was great to see the
community members who came out to celebrate
with the class at their Art Show on Sunday Oct
28th, the last day of class. The next courses will be
November 13-18 and December 3-8.
Continue to speak your language as it brings many
gifts, including the nurturing of mind, spirit, body
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Judy Thompson
Language Director
languagedirector@tahltan.org
(250) 771-3274

Membership & Genealogy

Membership & Genealogy Department Update
Fellow Tahltans. A
call-out to update!

address so they too can receive the information
and opportunities that are of value to them.

In order to participate
in TCG’s upcoming 2019
Special Assembly and
the election during the
Annual General Meeting,
you must have updated
contact information.

Married Recently/Name Change

What do members need to do exactly?
1. Go to the TCG website at “www.tahltan.org”;
2. At the top of the home page go to “Contact” and
in the drop down click on "Tahltan Membership”;
3. Scroll down and click on "Contact Update Form”;
4. Fill out the form and click “Submit”.
If you have yet to register with TCG, if you are
unsure if you have ever updated your information,
or if you have yet to register a child, please fill out
our more comprehensive “Member Information
Form”.

If you have decided to change your legal name
you must update your information and report your
name change.

Babies/Children
If you have a new baby, or if you have children that
may or may not be registered, please complete and
submit a new membership form on their behalf.
This ensures their registration and their eligibility
for TCG programming.

Relocated Members
If you have moved it is very important to update
your information.

Deaths
It is important for our vital statistics to be accurate.
Please register the passing of any Tahltan members

How often should members update
information?
Updating your contact information regularly
is important so we can keep you informed. Not
only about elections, but critical things that
matter to you and your family, such as Impact
Benefit Agreement (IBA) votes, jobs, training,
scholarships, education, and much more.

Shannon Frank
Director of Membership & Genealogy
informationdirector@tahltan.org

Are there any other reasons to update
information?
Yes! And this is especially true for:

Teenagers/Young Adults
Most parents when registering their
children use their own email address and phone
numbers. Once that child becomes 16 and is
beginning to think about future education and
training opportunities, it is imperative for them to
update their email, phone number, and
www.tahltan.org
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Roxanne Ball
Membership Clerk
roxanne.ball@tahltan.org
(250) 771-3274

Health & Fitness

Healthy Ac tive Tahltans

Ira Burns

Odelia Dennis

As a child, Odelia lacked confidence. She considered herself to be too skinny. She
Ira Burns is Tses’kiye and is a member of the Eth’eni Family. His parents are
was ashamed of her body image and she feared losing weight. But at the age of
Gerald and Lily Belhumeur (nee Quash). His late grandparents are Gibson
fourteen, Odelia started lifting weights. She began walking and hiking the trails in her
and Rose Quash (nee Brown). Ira was born and raised in Edmonton, Alberta.
community. And now this Healthy Active Tahltan is climbing mountains.
Odelia Dennis is the granddaughter of Winnifred Quock and Alec Dennis. She is from
the Ch’iyone Clan and is a member of the Ts’imgalt’ede Family. She comes from the
Tl’abāne area and currently lives in Dease Lake.
When she was young, Odelia and her family spent every summer camping at
Klappan. She and her mother walked alongside her father and brothers on hunting
trips. They spent almost all of their time outdoors, and no one was ever idle. These
early memories encouraged Odelia to remain active. She now walks, hikes, runs, lifts
weights, plays hockey, snowshoes, and cross country skis.

He has a sister, Natasha, and a brother, Branden, who are both welders.

Ira has always been quite an athlete and has a real passion for playing
hockey and five-pin bowling. Amazingly, Ira has been bowling since he
was two years old! Not only was he a natural but he has become a very
gifted and accomplished bowler. In fact, Ira has competed nationally three
times, travelling to St. John's, Newfoundland, Calgary, Alberta and, last year,
Quebec City, Quebec. While participating in La Belle Province, Ira’s provincial
team scored over 1000 points, and won the Gold Medal!
Approximately 95 million people all over the world enjoy the game
of bowling. While not an overly intensive workout for those who
like to casually bowl, competitive bowling is a different story.
National competition is very intense and stressful, with each
team playing up to nine games per day for three consecutive
days.

Odelia admits that she often comes up with excuses not to work out. But
she urges herself to just get on with it and get it done. She promises, “If
you can just make it through that first day, your workouts will become
easier.” Once her run is over, Odelia invariably feels 100% better. She
reflects on her life as she runs. She finds that her stress is relieved,
her problems are more solvable, and she is able to find clarity in her
thoughts. Her personal best is running ten kilometers in one hour and
three minutes.
Odelia has walked from Iskut to Buckley Lake and snow-shoed along the
trails at Allan Lake and the Tanzilla River. She has climbed Goat Creek, Iskut,
Garibaldi and Galore Creek Mountains. Todagin is next on her list! She chops her own
wood, shot her first moose in 2014, and prefers to hunt by foot. She confesses to being
addicted to her FitBit and is proud to have achieved well over 40,000 steps per day
whilst on the Telegraph Trail in 2016.This past summer, Odelia participated in the 5.5
kilometer walk from Dease Lake School to the lake. Despite being in good shape, she
admits to having suffered. She is now convinced that walking is far better exercise than
running.
Odelia wasn’t always in great shape. She suffers from allergies and now follows a
gluten-free, dairy-free, non-GMO food regimen. She avoids sugar, utilizes hummus or
hot pickles instead of salad dressing, and she drinks unsweetened cashew milk. She
feels it is paramount for us to pay attention to food allergies and to recognize the
importance of changes in our bodies and immune systems
Part of being healthy comes from within. Odelia is passionate about learning our
language. She speaks Tahltan to the pre-school children at the Language Nest, and
teaches adults who have enrolled in the University of Victoria language program at
Northern Lights College. She believes that, if we lose our language, we also lose the
knowledge of how our ancestors processed their thoughts, how they saw the world,
and how they lived their lives.

Team Alberta’s Gold Medal last year was quite the
accomplishment, as it was the first Gold for Alberta in thirteen
years. As a result of this tremendous achievement, Ira and his
team were honored to be awarded the City of Excellence Award
from the City of Edmonton.
Ira is also a talented hockey player, and currently plays for the South Side
Athletic Club (SSAC). Ira loves team sports and believes that competing as
a team is not only exciting but is extremely rewarding when a team works
together to achieve a common goal. Ira said, “It is a challenge which involves
true commitment. You must learn to be consistent and to communicate well
with your teammates.”
Dedication, practicing hard, and perseverance are key elements to all
of Ira’s successes, on the bowling lane, on the ice, and in life. For Ira, his
involvement in sports has gained him many awards. Ira has learned how
important it is to work as a team and to encourage his teammates when
times get tough. He takes pride and has worked hard at becoming adept
at motivating his team, especially during challenging times. Ira cherishes
the countless lifetime friendships he has made through his participation
in sports, and encourages other sports enthusiasts to make it a goal to
improve at their craft every day.
Ira would like to extend his thanks to the TCG for featuring him in the
newsletter, and he encourages others to never give up on their dreams.

Several years ago, Loveman Nole bestowed the name “Gileh” upon Odelia. It was her
Grandma Winnie’s sister’s name. Odelia carries this ancestral blessing with great pride.
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Youth

Inspiring Young Tahltans
Amber Hawkins

Bradley Balmforth

Amber Hawkins is the daughter of
Henry and Morgen Hawkins (nee
Bailey). She lived amongst family in
Telegraph Creek until she was four
years old. She is now looking forward
to returning home.

Bradley Balmforth is the son of Corinna
Ball-Yuill. His grandfather is George Ball
and his great-grandparents are Alfred
and Opal Ball. Bradley is Ch'iyone and a
member of the Cawtoonma Family.

Amber was young and confused when her parents’ marriage
ended and she moved with her mother to Fort St. John. She
had trouble grasping academics and grew to be a troubled
youth who suffered from bouts of depression. Amber didn’t like
attending school, and she dropped out in Grade 10. Then she
moved to Edmonton, where she gave school another try. But
she dropped out again, just a few months before her Grade 12
graduation.
At 21 years old, Amber decided to move to Vernon. She began
to make changes and create a new life for herself. She made
the fortuitous decision to return to school for upgrading. When
asked if she went to Vernon alone, Amber replied “yes”, then
shyly added that she was actually chasing a boy. She laughed
as she explained, “It’s okay. A few years later, I married him.”

Attending university involved commuting between Vernon and
Kelowna. To help put herself through school, Amber worked as
a Care Aide at both Creekside Landing and Polson Long-term
Care facilities. She recognized that she would have to devote
her life to studying and work very hard to achieve her goal.
On the 8th day of June in 2018, after four tiring years, Amber
Hawkins was awarded her Bachelor of Science Nursing Degree.

There are still times when she struggles with depression. But
Amber has learned that it is essential to eat healthy foods and
to exercise your body. Self-care and prayer also played an
integral part in her healing process. “It doesn’t come easy. You
have to work at it.” After years of conflicting emotions, Amber
has discovered that laughter really is the best medicine of all.
Amber recently completed an electro-cardiography course,
and she plans to continue to further her training and
education. She absolutely loves her job, and cherishes the
rewards of caring for others. Amber is positive and happy to
announce, “I am finally in the right place, at the right time.”
Amber was able to take “one day” and turn it into “day
one”. She fought for her dream and achieved her goal.
Congratulations to this inspirational Tahltan lady!

He worked splitting wood as a youngster, and learned to
snowboard at Mt. Sima. At the age of nine, he enrolled in Kung
Fu lessons. He was able to conquer advanced strikes, stances,
and self-defense combinations. Bradley achieved his seconddegree Green Belt before moving on to pursue other interests.
In Grade 7, Bradley joined Leaping Feats Creative Danceworks.
The focus of this school is to build dancers who are resilient,
confident, and skilled in dance and in life. They strive for
excellence, and Bradley accepted that goal willingly. In his first
formal dance production, Bradley landed the role of the “Beast”
in “Beauty and the Beast”.

It took her two and a half years to complete the mandatory
adult education courses for Grade 10, 11 and 12. But
perseverance paid off and, at the age of twenty-five, Amber
received her high-school diploma. She then applied and was
immediately accepted into the nursing program at UBCO in
Kelowna.

Amber admits that she grew up feeling that she would not
accomplish much. She attributes her success to dedication,
determination, and a little grit. She is especially grateful that
she had the support of her family.

Bradley was born in Watson Lake but
moved to Whitehorse when he was one year old. He holds fond
memories of the summertimes, when Corinna and Richard
would pack up the boys and head for Fish Camp in Telegraph.

Dance became his life and Bradley practised seven days a
week. In high school, Bradley joined MAD, a highly successful
program which focuses on Music, Arts, and Drama. The goal of
this program is to provide students with a solid foundation in
creative dramatics, acting, stagecraft, music, dance, and play
writing fundamentals.
In Grade 11 and 12, Bradley introduced professional singing
lessons into his life. He enrolled in Ballet at the Northern Lights
School of Dance and performed as “Hilarion" in the ballet
“Giselle”. He was then accepted into the prestigious Extremely
Moving Youth Society, which is geared to showcase student
choreography and creative energy.
Bradley couldn’t wait to leave Whitehorse and live in a big city,
where his ambitions would be more attainable. He enrolled in St.
Claire College in Windsor, Ontario, and is currently completing
his second year in Musical Theatre Production. Although Bradley
envisions himself as being a starving artist in the future, his
thoughts are far from the truth. This young man is truly brilliant.
When asked which hardships he had to overcome, Bradley
explained that people are inclined to believe that all male
dancers are gay. He was bullied and harassed as a student, and it
was a hard pill to swallow. He credits his dad, Richard, for giving
him the strength to persevere through those difficult times.
Bradley believes, “You just have to trust and believe in yourself.”
His self-confidence has helped him move forward to where he is
today - happy and surrounded by great people.
When Bradley moved to Ontario, he became more aware of the
discrimination and inequalities endured by indigenous people.
Bradley wrote a letter to the Honourable Larry Bagnell, MP for
the Yukon, expressing his outrage. He has an undeniable passion
to fight for the rights of First Nations people.
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Elder Profile

JOE DENNIS
Joe loves to tease, to make saucy remarks, and to bring laughter
to everyone.

He is Tses’kiye, and a member of the Quock Family. Joe's father is Joe Dennis
Sr. and his mother is Maggie Dennis (nee Tashoots). Joe never met his dad. He
died from pneumonia three months before Joe was born. Sadly, four siblings
later passed, taken by measles, flu and dysentery.
Maggie was left to raise three sons on her own. She taught them traditional
ways, how to hunt and work hard in the bush. Joe recalls walking from
Telegraph to Tahltan to fish, then walking back at the end of the day. The
family picked berries at Stingy and Blueberry Mountains, and at 5 Mile Camp
in Telegraph.
Joe did a lot of walking. He also did a lot of listening. He is grateful to have
had the Elders as his teachers. Traditional knowledge played a pivotal role in
his life.
Joe’s formal education began in Iskut, where the priest taught school from
November till April. Father Studer recognized the potential of Maggie’s sons
and urged her to enroll them in public school. In the Spring of 1949, the
family packed up their sled dogs and headed to Telegraph Creek. The oldest
boy, Alex (Joseph) had to work to provide for the family. Vincent and Joe were
able to attend school in Telegraph, which taught up to Grade 6. The boys
continued to grow academically.
“Maryhouse” is a Friendship Centre in Whitehorse. The Indian agent and two
bishops urged them to offer room and board to the Tahltan children who
were prepared to attend high school. Vincent and Joe, Richard Carlick, Dalton
Dennis and Tommy Creyke arrived on a trial basis, but were soon accepted as
the first student full-time residents. Joe recalls the Bishop counselling him to
never forget his culture and his heritage. He and Vincent graduated together
in the summer of 1960.
After completing a pre-apprenticeship mechanic course in Nanaimo,
Joe worked as a labourer at the Cassiar Mine. He earned his way into the
Equipment Garage, where he was able to complete his Heavy-Duty Mechanic
training.
Joe lived in Cassiar for many years. He married Joan Dennis (nee Brown)
and the couple had three sons, Gary, Joe and Edward, before their marriage
dissolved. In 1975, Joe met Jean Blackburn, who accepted his sons as her
own. Jean later gave birth to their two daughters, Cynthia and Carmen. This
amazing couple have stayed together for 43 years.
Joe began working at Erickson Gold, and stayed until the mine shut down in
1982. Erickson had a pet moose hanging around the camp. One morning the
mine manager bellowed, “Those damn Indians shot my moose!" Why did he
blame us? "Because the only thing left were the hooves." We’re not pointing
fingers, but the smell of fried bum guts drifted from Joe’s house that evening.
Joe moved his family to Dease Lake, where Joe began working for TNDC.
Working with the operators and supervisors there were the best twenty years
of his life. He retired in 2008.
When asked how he occupies his days, Joe announced, “Babysitting!” He
and Jean are proud to have lived a clean and sober lifestyle for 38 years. Joe’s
advice to our youth is to focus on learning. “It’s okay to make mistakes. Just
be certain to learn from them.”
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Culture Profile

UNA-ANN
Una-Ann is generous, caring, and astonishingly talented. Her grandfather is
Dick Campbell, and her grandmother is Una Campbell (nee Dease). Her mother
is political activist, “Tiger” Lil Moyer. Una-Ann is Tses’kiye, and a member of the
Quock Family. She inherited her grandmother’s name, Knowtayuma, which was
bestowed upon her by Rosie Dennis.
Born in Prince Rupert, Una also lived in Stewart then Terrace, where she
graduated from Caledonia Secondary High School. She attended Vancouver
Vocational Institute, where she completed a Cosmetology course, and she
furthered her career by also taking modelling classes.
Una loved art classes in school and, as a Cosmetologist, enjoyed working with
colours and design. She was captivated with the jewelry and masks which her
younger brother, Fred Moyer, created and carved. But she was humble, and did
not recognize the gift which was planted within her.
She began to nurture her artistry when her children started school. Her
involvement with First Nations culture flourished, and she instinctively expressed
this emotional power through art. Her capabilities emerged further when she
began working for the Langley School District. With her work team supporting
and encouraging her, Una’s talent began to overflow.
Una-Ann is now an accomplished artist. She has created a vast amount of
artwork, and her work encompasses many mediums. She sculptures, paints,
makes jewelry, and designs clothing. She is a carver and a performer. UnaAnn has participated in mask, traditional dance and drumming ceremonies.
She strayed from her comfort zone to film, “Indian in the Country,” a short clip
featuring an Indian motorcycle. She also designed the illustrations of an on-line
book produced by University of Victoria.
Una-Ann’s artwork is displayed on the canoe, “Samboulyan”, which belongs to
her friend and colleague, Chris Cooper. The design begins with a Raven, followed
by Wolf, Bear, Salmon, Seal, and Orca - all creatures which rely on the salmon.
Despite achieving recognition for her artistry, Una remained at the Langley
School Board for twenty-three years. She has held the position of Aboriginal
Culture Presenter and Support Worker and will be acknowledged for her
outstanding contribution this March. Una has mentored hundreds of students
and improved their confidence by fostering cultural pride. “If I made a little
difference, I feel I have done my job.”
Una-Ann facilitates workshops which teach others how to make moccasins,
medicine bags, and traditional finery. Her artwork is displayed in numerous
locations, including at the exhibit “Mehodihi Tahltan Nation” at the Museum of
Anthropology at University of British Columbia. She has made shawls and vests
and numerous works of art for Tahltan leaders, family, and friends. Una-Ann
designed the Dease Lake Community Centre sign, and her illustrations can be
found in the Tahltan Language Alphabet Book.
As an adult, Una realized that she had an innate ability of attracting dimes. She
turned to our Elders to question, “What does this mean?”. Liz Edzerza explained
that Tahltans used to embellish their blankets with coins. Lizzie said she had
been gifted with a dime blanket when she was young, and admitted to pulling
off the coins so she could spend them at the store.
Una-Ann would like to advise us to, “Never let fear get in the way of
accomplishing your dreams.” She consistently pushes herself to explore new
ways of expressing her culture. “Through artwork I bring balance to my life.”
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Do you have a story that you would like to share in the next newsletter? We would love to hear from you! Please contact Gordon at
communicationsdirector@tahtlan.org, or drop off a hard copy at our TCG office in Dease Lake
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